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Abstract

Certain semigroups of continuous selfmaps of the closed unit interval are shown to have the property that
all their automorphisms are inner. Contrary to expectation, certain other such semigroups do have outer
automorphisms.

1980 Mathematics subject classification (Amer. Math. Soc.): primary 20 M 20; secondary 54 C 40.

1. Introduction

For many transformation semigroups, with the operation of function composition,
it is known that all automorphisms are inner. However, general results of this type
are few : proofs usually apply in an ad hoc fashion.

A recent encouraging advance is the general result of Fitzpatrick and Symons
(1975). They have shown that if X is an infinite set, and if a semigroup of total
transformations which contains'S, the symmetric group on A", then if has the inner
automorphism property. The proof uses the fact that the property is known for (S.
Another general result has been established by Sullivan (1975) for subsemigroups of
^ , the semigroup of all partial transformations of the set X. A subsemigroup if of 9
is said to cover X if, for each x in X, there exists some constant idempotent in if with
range x. All automorphisms, <p, of such semigroups are shown to be of the form

qy(f) = hfh-\ for all/in if,

where h is an element of <S.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the case where X = E0,1] = /, the

closed unit interval, with if throughout a semigroup of continuous functions from /
to itself, containing <&, the group of all homeomorphisms of /. Fine and Schweigert
(1955) have investigated ^ and shown that all its automorphisms are inner.
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Curiously, the analogue of Fitzpatrick and Symons' result does not hold : there exist
semigroups S? with both inner and outer automorphisms. However, certain general
results can be obtained indicating that, for example, the semigroup of all one-to-one
continuous functions (M) and the semigroup of all onto continuous functions {S)
both have the inner automorphism property.

Subsemigroups of 9~ (the semigroup of all continuous selfmaps of/) have already
been considered by Gluskin (1959). He establishes the inner automorphism property
for M, all strictly monotone functions in 9~. It is interesting to note that the proof
does incorporate the Fine and Schweigert result. Gluskin also studies the
semigroups

(i) 3, all increasing functions in J(,
(ii) # 0 , a l l /e® such that/(O) = 0 and/(I) < 1, and
(iii) #0, a l l / e ^ 0 which are the identity on some interval containing the point 0.

He proves that every automorphism <p olQ) has the form </>(/) = hfh ~1, for all/in 3i,
where h is an element of 'S, while for ^oC^o) a^ automorphisms have the form
<p(/) = hfh~\ for all / i n 88 0 (<«?0), where h is an element of ^ n 9.

A more general framework, with X a closed, bounded subset of R" and M the
semigroup of all homeomorphisms from X into X, is considered in Gluskin (1960).
He investigates the automorphisms of certain subsemigroups of Jl.

Even a brief survey must mention some of the results of Magill. Endomorphisms
of &~ have been characterized in Magill (1977) as being of two types : either an
endomorphism q> sends every element of 9~ into a single idempotent, or it is injective
and there exists a unique idempotent v'v&3~ and a unique homeomorphism h from /
onto the range of i; such that q> (/) = hfh'1 v, for every/in 9~.

In Cezus, Magill and Subbiah (1975) the maximal left, right and two-sided ideals
of F are completely described.

2. A simplification

To show that if, <8 £ Sf £ ST, has the inner automorphism property, it suffices to
show that an automorphism of y which is the identity on 'S is necessarily the
identity automorphism. The method is due to Fitzpatrick and Symons. Since the
centre of'S is trivial, Fine and Schweigert (1955), Theorem 7, the converse is certainly
true.

Let <p be an automorphism of Sf. Elements in ^ are characterized in y by the
existence of two-sided inverses in £f, so that (p induces an automorphism of eS. We
know from Fine and Schweigert (1955) that there is an he<& such that

q>(g) = hgh~1, for every ge'S.
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Now consider the automorphism i/> of Sf given by

(/,(/) = h - lfh, for every / in Sf.

Then <pi/f, an automorphism of Sf, is the identity on eS. If it were the identity on Sf,

f = </>./</) = q>(h~lfh) = h~l <p{f)h,

or <p has the required property.
So it suffices to show that if q> is the identity on &, it is the identity on Sf. We show

this for many semigroups Sf. From now, q> will be an automorphism of Sf which is
the identity on (S.

3. Results

Our central results take the form of two lemma-theorem pairs (Lemmas 1 and 2,
Theorems 1 and 2). In each lemma we show that automorphisms preserve a certain
property of functions,/, in Sf : in the first it is a property of the range of/, while in the
second it is a property of the domain of/ These results are used in the corresponding
theorems to show that if Sf contains a particular type of function, then Sf has the
inner automorphism property. The duality of the two results will be highlighted in
the presentation. Finally, necessary and sufficient conditions for a semigroup
containing all constant functions to have the inner automorphism property are
given in Theorem 3. Examples of semigroups with outer automorphisms are
dispersed throughout.

The range olfeSf is denoted by &(f), the constant map onto x e /, by cx, and the
set of all constant maps by Jf.

Our first lemma shows, with only two exceptions, that the range is preserved
under <p.

LEMMA 1. Forf&SfJ # c0 or cu 0t{f) = ^(<p(/)).

PROOF. Assume that / is not equal to c0 or Cj and is not onto, with @(f) = [a, b]
(where possibly a = b). We shall show that @(q>(f)) £ 3t{f\ To do this, choose g e <S
such that g \ [a,b] (g restricted to [a,b]) is the identity, g fixes {0,1} and moves all
other elements of [0,1]. Then gf = / so that g<p(f) = </>(/) and g \ &t((p(f)) is the
identity. If^?(<p(/)) = {0}, then cp(f) - c0 and so (Sullivan (1975), Lemmas 1 and 2 ) /
is constant, ca say (a # 0,1). Choose he<& where (h(0) = 0) h(a) = b # a and is
otherwise arbitrary. Then c0 = hc0 = <p(hcj = <p(cb) provides a contradiction.
Likewise £?((?>(/)) * {1} and so from the definition of g, we obtain 3t(q>(f)) £ ®{f).
Since therefore <p(f) is not onto and not equal to c0 or clt by using cp ~l we also have
0t{f) £ 0t(q>{f)). Finally, it is now clear that if/ is not onto, neither is <p(f), and so
(using (p'1), if/ is onto, then (p(f) is also. //
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The lemma does not rule out the possibility that <p(cQ) = cv This suggests the
direction in which to look for a semigroup Sf with an outer automorphism.

Let y = % u Jf, /i(0) = 1, HI) = 0, and h(x) = x for x in the open interval
(0,1) = 7°. Then q> given by q>{f) — hfh~i for every/in ^ u X is an automorphism
of 0 u Jf which is certainly not inner : all constant maps lie in 'S u Jf", so that <p
cannot be given as conjugation by any other bijection of /.

A point x in the domain of fey is either a point of constancy or a point of
variability. That is, either there exists a neighbourhood of x on which/is constant, or
f(x') # f{x) for some x' in each neighbourhood of x. Note that non-constant
functions in 3~ are determined by their values at points of variability in 7°.

Our first theorem assumes the existence, in y, of a non-constant s such that
8t(s) £ 7°. Note that if 0 < a < b < 1 it is then easy to select a g in ^ for which

We now present the first result showing that a broad class of subsemigroups of &
do have the inner automorphism property.

THEOREM 1. Let y n Jf = (j). If there exists an s in y with ®(s) £ 7°, then every
automorphism of Sf is inner.

PROOF. Take / in y and x a point of variability of / in 7°. Suppose that
f(x) = y # / = <p(f) (x). For the moment we assume y e 7° (in which case / possibly
equals 0 or 1). Choose open sets in 7, U and U', such that yeU, y'eU' and
U n U' = (J>. Since/and q>{f) are continuous we can find open sets Fand V' about x,
such that/(F)£t/and <p(f){V) £ U'.

Now choose p in £f such that VnV'2. <M(p) = 3t(<p{p)), possible by a fact noted
above, and choose g in'S to be the identity on V, yet nowhere the identity on U (here
we need y # 0 or 1).

Clearly (p(f)q>{p) = gcp(f)(p(p), yet fp / gfp, a contradiction. Hence y - / . I f /
equals 0 or 1, the previous argument leads to a contradiction of the assumption
ye7°, and so in this case we must also have y'el°. If y = 0 or 1, we can find a
sequence (xn) in 7°, each/(xn) neither 0 nor 1, converging to x, so cp (/) (xn) = /(xn) for
each n. Thus

<p(f) (x) = \im<p(f)(xn) = lim/(xn) =/(x),

so cp(f) (x) = f(x) at each interior point of variability, x. From our earlier remarks
we know that this implies q>{f) = f, as required. //

Given that 8l(p) = &((p{p)), the diagrams in Figure 1 are an aid to visualizing, in a
particular case, that/# # gfp, while cp(f)<p(p) = gq>(f)q>(p).
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<P(f)

X
FIGURE 1.

COMMENT. Theorem 1 includes the case if = M, previously handled by Gluskin
(1959).

EXAMPLE. Let

9t = £ J°,/(0) = J{1) and each x in /

is a point of variability of/}.

Theorem 1 shows that every automorphism of ^ ' u 'S is inner. However, the
automorphism q> given by (/>(/) = hfh~l, for every /in <% u 'S u JT, with h as in the
previous example, is outer.

A closed interval F in / is termed a line of constancy of/in if if/is constant on F.
Our second lemma shows that lines of constancy are preserved by an
automorphism.

LEMMA 2. Letfeif. Then F is a line of constancy for f if and only if F is a line of
constancy for (p(f).

PROOF. Take distinct x and y in the interior of F, F°. Let g in <$ be such that g
moves every element of F°, g(y) = x and g on I\F° is the identity.

Then/gf = /, so (p(f)g(y) = (p(f)y or (p(f)x = (p(f)y. Since cp(f) is constant on
F°, it is constant on F. Conversely, if <p(f) is constant on F, <p ~ l((p(f)) = /is constant
onF.

We now present the second general result.

THEOREM 2. Let if nJf = 0 / / there exists a function k in if with a line of
constancy, every automorphism of if is inner.

PROOF. AS before, we take/in if and x a point of variability of/in 7°. Suppose that
/(x) = y / y' = q>(f)(x) and ye7°. It is always possible to find a g in 'S such that
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kg (= k') is constant in a neighbourhood of y and not so at / (here we need y e 7°) or
vice-versa. Without loss of generality we assume the former. The diagrams in Figure
2 indicate in a particular instance why there exists a k' in if of the desired form.

IN 1 1

y a
FIGURE 2.

Note that no increasing g will suffice in this example and that in general (unlike the
proof of Theorem 1) it does not matter whether / equals 0 or 1.

Observe now that k'f will be constant on some closed interval about x, F' say,
while (p(k')q>(f) will have a point of variability at x. This at once contradicts lemma
2. However, in order to stress the dual nature of Theorems 1 and 2, we complete the
proof in the following way. If g e & is other than the identity on F' but g | X\F' is the
identity, then we have k'fg = k'f, while q>{k')<p(f)g / (p(k')cp(f), a contradiction.
Hence cp{f) x = f(x) at points of variability and so q>(f) = f. jj

COMMENT. Theorem 2 includes the case if = S, the semigroup of all continuous
onto mappings.

EXAMPLE. Let

<% = {feT\&:f(!°) £ 7° and either/(0) = 0,/(l) = 1 or

Theorem 2 shows that every automorphism of IS u % is inner while a similar
construction to that earlier shows that ^ u ^ u Jf" has an outer automorphism.

Semigroups dealt with in Theorems 1 and 2 have excluded the constant maps. We
turn finally to the case of semigroups Sf which contain # u Jf. Consider the
following subsets of S~:

:/(0) = / ( l ) and equals 0 or 1},

2 = {fe&\jfT:f(0) = / ( l )e /° and f{x) equals 0 or 1 for some x in 7°},

9t = {/e 9\JT : /(0) = /(I) and MJ) S 7°},
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r = {fey: /(0) = 0,/(l) = 1 or/(0) = 1,/(1) = 0, and/(x) equals 0 or 1 for some
x in 7°}

1T = {/e*- :/(0) * / ( l ) with/(0) or /(I) in 7°}.

Now #, JT, ^», J, # , f̂, TT and 1tr are disjoint sets whose union is F. This

partitioning of 9~ enables us to prove the final theorem.

THEOREM 3. Let <& u JT £ Sf. Then every automorphism of y is inner if and only if
y contains an element o / ^ u i u f u # .

PROOF. It follows from Schreier (1937) that an automorphism q> of y has the form

<p{f) = hfh~\ for all/in y ,

where the bijection h of 7 is determined uniquely by q>(cx) — cHx), for each x in 7.
From Lemma 1 we know that if <p is the identity on IS, <p{cx) = cx and so h(x) = x, for
each x in 7°.

Now suppose Sf contains an element/in # u i u f u 'W. If Ai were to reverse 0
and 1, hfh'1 is readily shown to be discontinuous, hence h can only be the identity,
and so every automorphism is inner.

On the other hand, i f ^ u J T S y s ^ u J T u ^ u ^ , and h reverses 0 and 1 but
is the identity on 7°, then

!

f if

c0 if/ = c,,

Ci iff = Co-

Thus q>, given as conjugation by h, is an automorphism of y which is not inner. //

COROLLARY. S~ has the inner automorphism property, a special case of Magill
(1964), (3.5).

OBSERVATIONS. 1. Other topological spaces. In the case of 7°, Theorem 1 (with the
closure of 3t(s) £ 7° replacing 3?(s) £ 7° in the statement) and Theorem 2 hold. This
rests on the fact that ^(7°), the group of homeomorphisms of 7°, is isomorphic to
#(7), and hence has the inner automorphism property. It follows from the first
paragraph in the proof of Theorem 3 that if y(I°) contains all the constant maps, all
automorphisms will be inner. Since 7° is homeomorphic to R, corresponding results
also hold for R. In particular, J({X) and S{X) both have the inner automorphism
property, for X = 1,7° and R. Whether the Fitzpatrick and Symons result holds for
7° remains an open question.
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2. J({X) and S(X). It is interesting to note that while Jl{l) £ Jt(I°) £ Jf(R) and
<?(7°) <?(R), <?(7) s£ <?(7°). That is, <£(7) and <?(/°) are non-isomorphic semigroups.

The proof is by contradiction, as follows. For brevity, let S(I) = &, S(l°) = S° and
similarly for <& and JT. Suppose q> is an isomorphism from $ onto <?°. Then

y° = <S, so for some h e ̂  we may express (p as

1 | / ° - for all ge<$.

A modification of the method used in Section 2 allows us to assume that our
isomorphism takes g e ̂  to its restriction in #°. Then, as in Lemma 2, we may show
that iifeS has a line of constancy F £ 7°, so too will q>(f) in S°.

If we define

si = {feS : / i s constant on some F £ 7°}

and

J / ° = {/e<?° : / is constant on some F £ 7°},

then we have <p(j/) = stf°.
Now for a fixed closed interval F £ 7°, <? has the following property : there exists

an/in & (any feS such that/(f) = 7 will suffice) such that for all k in s/, kf is not
constant on F'. On the other hand, <f ° has the property : for all/in S°, there exists a
kejs/0 such that /c/is constant on F'. This is a contradiction.

3. 77ie differentiable case. Let ^ be all diffeomorphisms of 7. As before, we can
construct an outer automorphism of 'S u JT. With suitable smoothing of the
functions used in the proofs for the continuous case, we could show that Theorems 1,
2 and 3 hold, should ^ have the inner automorphism property. To the best of the
author's knowledge this last result is yet unproved.
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